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Where would you rather live,  
Liverpool or Coll? 

 
 
 
  

Comparing Liverpool with another  
place — Coll, one of the Scottish  
Islands 
 
We will be comparing the use of  
land, the types of buildings,    
weather, life styles and things to do 
of both places. 
 
We will be using the Katie Morag 
stories which were set on Coll to 
help us learn more about the island. 

 
  
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.  
 

Reading and watching Katie Morag stories, sharing photographs of the 
real island of Coll—creating ‘Come to Coll’ posters. 

 
 

Our topic is:  Our question is:   



*Research about the island of 
Coll  
*Go to the library for story 
books about Katie Morag 
*Take photographs of interesting 
local features in Speke and  
Liverpool city centre 
*Visit coastal areas in and around 
Liverpool such as Formby/Crosby 
beach and Hale Village. 
 
Learn these helpful spellings — 
Speke    England   Scotland   
 island    buildings     weather    
city     coast     
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
*Research about the island of Coll 
and other Scottish islands 
*Find out the answers to the 
questions above 

 
 

Follow us on Twitter: 

@Y2StocktonWood  
and see photographs each week 
of the things that we have been 

doing in school! 
 
 
 

 
? Where is Coll? 
? How could you get to Coll? 
? How long would it take you to 

travel to Coll? 
? Can you go to school at 12 years 

old on Coll? 
? What animals would you see if 

you looked through binoculars 
out of your bedroom window on 
Coll and in Liverpool? 

 

At home, you can: 

On the internet, you can: 

Can you find the answers to 
these questions? 

 
Please read at 
home regularly! 

 
 

Year 2 are reading lots of different 
stories by Zanib Mian 

 
Miss White is reading… Grown Ups 

by  Marian Keyes  
 

Miss James is reading… The        
Viscount Who loved Me by Julia 

Quinn   
 

What are you reading at home? 

Key Topic  
Vocabulary: 

 
 

Scotland   Scottish    island    
compare   similar    ferry 

countryside    harbour   built up 
tourist  




